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PROFILE
Genetic testing is delivering insights that accelerate the pace of biomedical research and vastly improve the quality of 
patient care. By partnering with Komprise, a major genomics company is making high quality genetic testing affordable 
by lowering the cost of preserving test data using Komprise Analytics Driven Automation and the cloud. 

THE CHALLENGE – MASSIVE DATA GROWTH
Genetic testing is notoriously data intensive. Genomic data is expected to surpass all content on Twitter and YouTube 
by 2025. This major genomics company is generating petabytes of data as part of its efforts  to make gene testing 
ubiquitous by lowering the cost of high quality testing.  “We hope to be the Amazon of medical genetics,” said their 
Director of Infrastructure IT, “By aggregating a large number of tests into a single platform, we bring the costs down 
when multiple genes need to be tested. Efficiently managing the gene sequence test data is key to our competitive 
advantage.”

Key Challenges:

• Critical storage capacity planning and cloud decisions being made in the dark

• Having to purge valuable data after 6 months due to growing storage costs

• Initiative to move data to the cloud for future use by big data applications

RESULTS
• Cut primary storage footprint by 50% using Komprise to migrate infrequently accessed data

• Capped storage spend by transparently archiving inactive/cold data to the cloud

• Increased resiliency with disaster recovery both in the cloud and on-prem tape

• Enabled IT to retain and preserve access to valuable data longer on more cost-effective storage

• Moved data to the cloud (with native object-based access preserved) for use by cloud-based big-data applications
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MANAGING DATA WITH VISIBILITY
With petabytes of data—and more being generated each 
day—the customer turned to Komprise data management 
software to understand and manage data growth. 

Komprise provided an analysis of their NAS environment, 
showing how data was growing, which data was active and 
which data could be moved to secondary storage for cost 
savings. The analytics enabled the genomics company to 
plan capacity and design policies. Based on their policies, 
Komprise moved and replicated data preserving file-
based access without any stubs.

“Komprise enables us to achieve our goal of using on 
premise NAS storage for hot data during initial analysis, 
and using the cloud both for long term archival and 
replication. We no longer have to manually manage 
sequence run data, move older data to the cloud and 
purge after six months. Komprise manages all of this 
continuously via policies we set, and the moved data 
continues to be accessible without any disruption to the 
scientists.” 

ACTIVE ARCHIVE WITH FULL ACCESS TO DATA 
IN THE CLOUD
Komprise enabled this genomics company to provide 
file-based access to the moved data in the cloud so 
there is no disruption to its users or applications. Unlike 
array tiering solutions, Komprise gives rich analytics and 
eliminates vendor lock-in. With Komprise, users and 
applications directly access moved data in the cloud as 
files or objects.

Leveraging the Komprise analysis, engine this leading 
genomics company is replicating gene sequence data in 
the cloud and moving older data from their NAS to the 
cloud before purging. 

Komprise transparently moves data to and from the 
archive based on predetermined policies, keeping only 
active data on their Tier 1, on-prem storage. Scientists 
and applications continue to see the moved data exactly 
as before.

ACCELERATING THE PACE OF INNOVATION 
WITH THE CLOUD AND KOMPRISE
As the company continues to extend its competitive edge, 
another key differentiator is to leverage the data lake it is 
amassing in the cloud to perform further analytics.

“As we build up a repository of genetic data, the ability to 
search and find relevant information across of petabytes 
of data is important,” said the Director of IT. “Komprise 
gives us a transparent name space to search and find 
data efficiently at scale. By preserving native object-based 
access to moved data in the cloud, it enables us to write 
native cloud-based big-data applications in the future. Our 
partnership with Komprise will enable us to support our 
business as we grow.”

The Solution

“Efficiently managing the 
gene sequence test data 
is key to our competitive 
advantage. Managing 
data at scale with 
Komprise gives us the 
solid foundation to be 
the Amazon of medical 
genetics.”
Director of Infrastructure IT,
Leading Genomics Company 
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KOMPRISE INTELLIGENT DATA MANAGEMENT
Komprise enables businesses to handle the incoming flood of data by providing automated software that adapts to the 
customer’s environment and scales across their storage silos, on-prem and cloud storage. The Komprise data-aware 
management software empowers businesses to manage today’s massive scale of data growth while unlocking data 
value. Komprise analyzes data across storage silos, and moves data transparently by policy across NFS, Lustre, SMB/
CIFS and REST/S3 storage. The modern scale-out architecture required no agents, no dedicated hardware or storage, no 
complex setup or proprietary integrations, delivers native access to data in the cloud and is delivered as a hybrid cloud 
service. 

WHY KOMPRISE?
• Single solution that works across NetApp, EMC, IBM, AWS and other storage

• No static stubs that get corrupted or orphaned

• No storage agents 

• No data virtualization or changes to the hot data path or metadata path

• Native access to moved data

• No expensive licenses

• No scaling limits

• No manual QoS management needed

Recap
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NEXT STEPS
Complimentary Trial

Sign up for a complimentary trial of Komprise in your own environment and see how much you can save by 
transparently archiving, replicating, and migrating the right data using Komprise.

Contact Us

Call: 1-888-995-0290
Email: info@komprise.com
Visit: komprise.com


